
Forest Park 
Meeting prior to the Walk Through 

Wednesday, June 28, 2006 

 
A regularly scheduled meeting of the Forest Park Board of Directors was held for the 

purpose of a walk-through with Reconstruction Experts  [RE].  Present were Board 

members Liz Hanna, Jon Podolan, Jim McCready and Jack Smith.  Present from RE were 

Jim Fergueson and Todd Sichmeller.  Also present was Audrey Taylor of Wildernest  

{WPM]. 

 

Todd Sichmeller was introduced to the Board.  He is the superintendent assigned to 

Forest Park. 

 

The following was discussed: 

 Extended Foundations – RE said that some of them were included in the original 

bid, but others may have been identified.  He agreed to supply units numbers. 

 Crawlspaces – 4 units have not been repaired as there isn’t access.  RE is to 

provide unit #’s to those units. 

 Completion date was moved to mid-August. 

 Contractors have indicated that there is no guarantee that cold air vents will 

correct the heating problems.  The Board needs to decide on the course of action 

the HOA wants to take, i.e., provide a monetary stipend toward furnace 

replacement; replace the furnaces, do nothing.  [The supply lines are also 

undersized] 

 The following items were identified as needing a repair decision: 

1] Rock wall – RE to supply a letter from the engineer saying monitor  

    rather than replace. 

2] Drywall repairs – an allowance of $220/unit was suggested – Not     

    A Bid – could have overruns 

3] Cold air vent – do it?  Replace furnace? Do nothing? 

4] Window Flashings – allowance of $900 – not a window  

     replacement.  Several problems are window problems – need to  

     decide if replacing windows 

5] Fireplaces – someone will repair at $60 hour 

6] Painting the lower units – getting bids 

7] Landscaping – can landscape for $35,000 – design not in place 

8] Asphalt – can patch or overlay – estimate $55,000 

9] Peeler poles on the wetland side were estimated at $440/pole to  

    replace. 

10] Balcony Handrails – agreement made to strap/screw – estimate  

      $4,000 or Time and Materials.  Note not made as to whether to  

      get other bids. 

11] Flashing/Blocking/Bolting Rear [bottom] Decks - $3,200 

12] Extension of Foundations – note above 

 



Walk-through – asphalt was discussed.  Decision of repair needed. 

 

Thoughts:  I’m now wondering if the BOARD wants to consider: 

 

1] “Keeping” some of the funds for the reserve to support replacement of HOA 

responsible matters such as: roofs, painting; decks/bolting/flashing.  

2]  Doing HOA responsibility things like asphalt, some landscaping, peeler poles 

as needed – [check against defect list supplied by owners]. 

 3]  Have RE finish what is doing plus back peeler poles, maybe back balcony 

handrails and leave. 

 Then 

 3] Refund to owners a set amount, maybe each 3,000 for window, fireplace, 

drywall, etc repairs – that gets the HOA away from: “I want a refund, I already replaced 

mine”.  There doesn’t seem to be a good, easy answer to fireplace/windows. 

 

… Just a thought 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 


